On The Same
Mission:
MAKING THE PUBLIC SPACE SMART
AND SAFE
Whilst rapidly changing and getting growingly risky
and uncertain, the World is getting smarter too. As a
concept
that
integrates
information
and
communication technology, Smart City is becoming
increasingly present denotation of future. So are
technology-enabled integrated secure solutions
with G4S as a global industry expert.
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"With high growth of urbanization in the cities around the world,
Smart Cities technologies are becoming essential for improving
quality
® of life for citizens. Strawberry Smart Benches are present in
over 50 international cities in over 20 countries. We are glad to
have G4S as a partner of unique global footprint with operations
across more than 90 countries and a proven industry expertise.
Strawberry team is looking forward to our further cooperation as it
has proved efficient and our “smart city” goals matching for
success.”
— Miloš Milisavljević, Founder & CEO at Strawberry energy

G4S Serbia and Strawberry Energy are working successfully on supporting Smart City infrastructure in Serbia. The
main field of cooperation is maintenance and security of smart street furniture (smart benches and totems). Those
services include 24/7 remote monitoring with response and service interventions. After a successful pilot project in
Serbia, G4S Serbia and Strawberry Energy are looking into setting up the same model of collaboration across other
markets as well.
G4S’ Systems Integration Team designs, builds and maintains stand-alone and integrated security systems. We have the
ability to provide full turnkey services: taking your requirements, developing the concept, designing the network,
selecting the product that best fits your requirements, and completing the installation.
Strawberry Energy is developing solar powered urban furniture for smart and sustainable cities. Their mission is to enhance
people’s experience in public spaces and provide them with energy and connectivity on the go. Strawberry’s smart street
furniture brings the Internet of Things to outdoor public spaces that people visit daily, improving urban living by making
cities smarter and more convenient to live in.
We’re keeping up with the World of tomorrow.
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